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a b s t r a c t
An (h, s, t)-representation of a graphG consists of a collection of subtrees of a tree T , where
each subtree corresponds to a vertex in G, such that (i) themaximum degree of T is at most
h, (ii) every subtree has maximum degree at most s, (iii) there is an edge between two
vertices in the graph G if and only if the corresponding subtrees have at least t vertices in
common in T . The class of graphs that have an (h, s, t)-representation is denoted by [h, s, t].
It is well known that the class of chordal graphs corresponds to the class [3, 3, 1]. Moreover,
it was proved by Jamison and Mulder that chordal graphs correspond to orthodox-[3, 3, 1]
graphs defined below.
In this paper, we investigate the class of [h, 2, t] graphs, i.e., the intersection graphs of
paths in a tree. The [h, 2, 1] graphs are also known as path graphs [F. Gavril, A recognition
algorithm for the intersection graphs of paths in trees, Discrete Math. 23 (1978) 211–227]
or VPT graphs [M.C. Golumbic, R.E. Jamison, Edge and vertex intersection of paths in a tree,
Discrete Math. 55 (1985) 151–159], and [h, 2, 2] graphs are known as the EPT graphs. We
consider variations of [h, 2, t] by three main parameters: h, t and whether the graph has
an orthodox representation. We give the complete hierarchy of relationships between the
classes of weakly chordal, chordal, [h, 2, t] and orthodox-[h, 2, t] graphs for varied values
of h and t .
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let P be a collection of nontrivial simple paths in a tree T . We consider two different types of intersection graphs from
the pair 〈P , T 〉, namely the VPT and k-EPT graphs. The vertex intersection graph VPT (P ) has vertices which correspond to
the members of P , such that two vertices are adjacent in VPT (P ) if the corresponding paths in P share a vertex in T . An
undirected graph G is called a vertex intersection graph of paths in a tree (VPT) if G = VPT (P ) for some P and T , and 〈P , T 〉
is a VPT representation of G. The VPT graphs were studied in [5,8].
Similarly, we define the k-edge (k ≥ 1) intersection graph k-EPT(P ) to have vertices which correspond to the members
of P , such that two vertices are adjacent in k-EPT(P ) if the corresponding paths in P share k edges in T . An undirected
graph G is called a k-edge intersection graph of paths in a tree (k-EPT) if G = k-EPT(P ) for some P and T , and 〈P , T 〉 is a
k-EPT representation of G. The case of k = 1 (known as the EPT graphs) was introduced in [8,9]. Finally, we denote by EPT*
the class of graphs consisting of the k-EPT graphs for all possible k ≥ 1. The k-EPT graphs were introduced in [10,11].
In [14–16], Jamison and Mulder have placed these models into a more general setting. An (h, s, t)-representation of a
graph G consists of a collection of subtrees of a tree, such that (i) the maximum degree of T is at most h, (ii) every subtree
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Fig. 1. (a) A (3, 2, 3)-representation of the graph C5 , (b) A (5, 2, 3)-representation of the graph C5 .
has maximum degree at most s, (iii) there is an edge between two vertices in G if and only if the corresponding subtrees
have at least t vertices in common in T . If we do not impose restrictions on the maximum degree of the host tree, we write
h = ∞.
By definitions, the VPT graphs are exactly the [∞, 2, 1] graphs and the k-EPT graphs are exactly the [∞, 2, k+1] graphs,
for k ≥ 1. Moreover, it is well-known [3,6,19] that the chordal graphs are equivalent to [∞,∞, 1], namely the vertex
intersection graphs of subtrees in a tree. This equivalence was strengthened in [17], where chordal graphs are proved to be
equivalent to [3, 3, 1] graphs. See also [13]. The class [3, 3, 3] is studied in [15].
The k-EPT graphs are used in network applications. The problem of scheduling undirected calls in a tree network is
equivalent to the problem of coloring a 1-EPT graph (see e.g. [1,4,8]). The communication network is represented as an
undirected interconnection graph, where each edge is associatedwith a physical link between two nodes. An undirected call
is a path in the network. In the restricted setting, two calls compete on network resources if they share k physical links, and
therefore must not be scheduled at the same time. When the network is a tree, this model is clearly a k-EPT representation.
Coloring the k-EPT graph, such that two adjacent vertices have different colors, implies that paths sharing at least k edges
in the k-EPT representation have different colors.
In Section 2 we provide further definitions and survey known results. In Section 3 we investigate orthodox
representations, proving two equivalence theorems. We then show the full hierarchy of chordal, weakly chordal, [h, 2, t]
and orthodox-[h, 2, t] graphs for varied values of h and t in Section 4. Section 5 deals with properties of [h, 2, t] families of
graphs when we restrict the maximum degree h of the host tree.
All standard definitions of terms we use can be found in [7,18].
2. Preliminaries and known results
Definition 1. Let Ψ = {Si}i∈I be a collection of subsets of a set S. We say that Ψ has Helly number h if for all J ⊆ I ,⋂{Si|i ∈ J} = ∅ implies that there exist h indices i1, . . . , ih ∈ J such that Si1⋂ . . .⋂ Sih = ∅.
Theorem 2 ([2]). Any collection of subtrees of a tree (and therefore any collection of paths of a tree) has Helly number 2.
Definition 3. Let Ψ = {Si}i∈I be a collection of subsets of a set S. We say that Ψ has strong Helly number s if for all J ⊆ I ,
there exist s indices i1, . . . , is ∈ J such that Si1
⋂
. . .
⋂
Sis =
⋂{Si|i ∈ J}.
Theorem 4 ([8]). A finite collection of paths in a tree has strong Helly number 3.
Definition 5. A chordless cycle on d vertices is denoted by Cd, and we always assume d ≥ 4. An undirected graph G is
chordal if every cycle in G of length strictly greater than 3 possesses a chord, i.e., G is Cd-free for d ≥ 4.
Definition 6. A graph G isweakly chordal if neither G nor its complement G have an induced subgraph Cd, d ≥ 5.
We have shown in [12] that weakly chordal 1-EPT graphs are equivalent to the [4, 2, 2] graphs.
The chordless cycle Cd is a 1-EPT graph and it has a unique 1-EPT representation which is called a pie in [9], defined as
follows.
Definition 7. Let 〈P , T 〉 be a 1-EPT representation of a graph G. A pie is a star subgraph of T with d edges
(a0, b), . . . , (ad−1, b) such that each ‘‘slice’’ (ai, b) ∪ (ai+1, b) for i = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1 is contained in a different member
of P . (Addition is assumed to be modulo d). The vertex b is called the center of the pie.
Theorem 8 shows that a pie essentially is the only 1-EPT representation for Cd. However, Cd does not have a unique k-EPT
representation for k > 1. For example, the graph C5 has several different representations, two of them are shown in Fig. 1.
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Theorem 8 ([9]). Let 〈P , T 〉 be a 1-EPT representation of a graph G. If G contains a chordless cycle of length d ≥ 4, then 〈P , T 〉
contains a pie with d edges.
Corollary 9. Let G be an [h, 2, 2] graph, then any induced chordless cycle in G has length at most h.
The following proposition generalizes Corollary 9 to [h, s, 2] graphs for h ≥ 3.
Proposition 10 ([14]). Let G be an [h, s, 2] graph with h ≥ 3, then any induced cycle in G has length at most h.
Definition 11. An (h, s, t)-representation of G is called orthodox if the endpoints of every subtree are leaves in T , and for
every x, y ∈ V (G), the subtrees Px, Py share a common leaf if and only if (x, y) ∈ E(G). A graph G is called an orthodox-[h, s, t]
graph if G has an orthodox (h, s, t)-representation.
The terminology of orthodox representation is used by Jamison andMulder in [14,15], who cite an earlier result of McMorris
and Scheinerman [17], namely, (i)⇔ (ii)⇔ (iii) in Theorem 12 below, and prove in [14] the remaining equalities.
Theorem 12. Let G be a graph, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) G is chordal,
(ii) G has a (3, 3, 1)-representation,
(iii) G has an orthodox (3, 3, 1)-representation,
(iv) G has a (3, 3, 2)-representation,
(v) G has an orthodox (3, 3, 2)-representation.
Clearly, for a given collection P , the vertices of k-EPT(P ) graph for any k ≥ 1 and those of the VPT (P ) graph are the same,
and every edge of k-EPT(P ) graph is also an edge of VPT (P ), but not conversely. The following relationships are already
known [8,9,11,14–16]:
(i) The class of chordal graphs corresponds to the class of vertex intersection graphs of subtrees in a tree [3,6,19]. Since
the VPT graphs are the class of vertex intersection graphs of paths in a tree, the VPT graphs are chordal.
(ii) The family of VPT graphs is incomparable with the family of k-EPT graphs for any fixed k ≥ 1.
(iii) When restricted to degree 3 trees, the family of VPT graphs coincides with the family of 1-EPT graphs.
(iv) When restricted to degree 3 trees, the family of VPT graphs is strictly contained in the family of k-EPT graphs, k ≥ 2.
For example, the graph C4 is not a VPT graph but has a k-EPT representation for k ≥ 1, shown in Fig. 2.
(v) The family of 1-EPT graphs is strictly contained in the family of k-EPT graphs for any fixed k ≥ 2. The containment is
also strict, when restricted to a degree 3 tree.
Definition 13. Let T dk be the tree that consists of one central vertex and d edge disjoint paths of k edges each intersecting
only on the central vertex. We call these paths the legs of T dk . The claw graph K1,3 is precisely T
3
1 and we call T
3
k the k -claw
graph.
Let 〈P , T 〉 be a k-EPT representation of G. For any simple path of k edges [e1, e2, . . . , ek] in the tree T , letP [e1, e2, . . . , ek] =
{P ∈ P |e1, e2, . . . , ek ∈ P}. For any copy of the k-claw T 3k in T , letP [T 3k ] = {P ∈ P |P contains two legs of T 3k }. The collection
P [e1, e2, . . . , ek] corresponds to a clique in G and is called a k -edge clique. Similarly, P [T 3k ] also corresponds to a clique in
G and is called a k -claw clique.
Lemma 14 ([11]). Let 〈P , T 〉 be a k-EPT representation of a graphG. Anymaximal clique of G corresponds to either a subcollection
of paths of the form P [e1, e2, . . . , ek] for some edges e1, e2, . . . , ek in T or P [T 3k ] for some copy of the k-claw T 3k in T .
Definition 15. Let C be any subset of the vertices of a graph G. The branch graph B(G/C) has a vertex set V (B) consisting
of all the vertices of G not in C but adjacent to some member of C , i.e., V (B) = ⋃v∈C {Adj(v) − C}. Adjacency in B(G/C) is
defined as follows: (x, y) ∈ E(B) if and only if in G:
(i) (x, y) 6∈ E(G),
(ii) x and y have a common neighbor u ∈ C ,
(iii) the sets Adj(x) ∩ C and Adj(y) ∩ C are not comparable, i.e., there exist w, z ∈ C such that w is adjacent to x but not to
y, and z is adjacent to y but not to x.
Theorem 16 ([11]). Let 〈P , T 〉 be a k-EPT representation of G, and let C be a maximal clique of a graph G. If C corresponds to a
k-edge clique in 〈P , T 〉, then the branch graph B(G/C) can be 2-colored. If C corresponds to a k-claw clique in 〈P , T 〉, then the
branch graph B(G/C) can be 3-colored.
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Table 1
Result Where
chordal ≡ [3, 3, 1] ≡ orthodox-[3, 3, 1] ≡ [3, 3, 2] ≡ orthodox-[3, 3, 2] Theorem12
orthodox-[∞, 2, 1]≡ orthodox-[3, 2, 1] ≡ orthodox-[3, 2, 2] Theorem20
orthodox-[∞, 2, 1] ⊂6= orthodox-[∞, 2, 2] Lemma 19
orthodox 1-EPT ≡ orthodox k-EPT, ∀k > 2≡ orthodox EPT* Theorem17
chordal 1-EPT ≡ 1-EPT degree 3 ≡ VPT degree 3 ≡ 1-EPT ∩ VPT [8]
weakly chordal [∞, 2, 2]≡ [4, 2, 2] [12]
Fig. 2. The graph C4 and a k-EPT representation of C4 for k ≥ 1.
3. Orthodox representations
In this section, motivated by Theorem 12, we investigate the orthodox representations of VPT, k-EPT and EPT* graphs.
Table 1 summarizes the relationships between orthodox-[h, 2, t] graphs.
We prove that all the families of orthodox k-EPT coincide.
Theorem 17. Let G be a graph, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) G has an orthodox 1-EPT representation,
(ii) G has an orthodox k-EPT representation for any fixed k > 1,
(iii) G has an orthodox EPT* representation.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) Jamison andMulder proved in [15]1that if G has an orthodox l-EPT representation, then G has an orthodox
(l+ 1)-EPT representation for every l > 0, by adding a pendant edge to every leaf of the host tree and extending each path
touching a leaf to include its new edge. Hence, this implication of the proof follows by induction.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) If G has an orthodox k-EPT representation for some k, then by definition, G has an orthodox EPT*
representation.
(iii) ⇒ (i) Suppose G has an orthodox EPT* representation, then by definition, G has an orthodox k-EPT representation
〈P , T 〉 for some fixed k with leaves y1, . . . , ym. We will construct an orthodox 1-EPT representation 〈P ′, T ′〉 of G. The tree
T ′ is a Tm1 star consisting of a center vertex x and leaves y
′
1, . . . , y
′
m. For every path P with the endpoints yi,yj in T , the
corresponding path P ′ in T ′ has the endpoints y′i, y
′
j . Clearly, the representation 〈P ′, T ′〉 is leaf-generated. Two paths share
a leaf in 〈P , T 〉 if and only if the corresponding paths share a leaf in 〈P ′, T ′〉 if and only if the corresponding paths share an
edge in 〈P ′, T ′〉. Therefore, two paths share a leaf in 〈P ′, T ′〉 if and only if the corresponding vertices are adjacent in G. Thus,
〈P ′, T ′〉 is an orthodox 1-EPT representation. 
Remark 18. In any tree T , two paths share a leaf in T if and only if they share a pendant edge.
Remark 18 implies the following simple result.
Lemma 19. Let 〈P , T 〉 be an orthodox VPT representation of a graph G, then 〈P , T 〉 is also an orthodox 1-EPT representation
of G.
1 In fact, they show a stronger result: orthodox-[h, s, p] ⊆ orthodox-[h, s, p+ 1], p ≥ 1.
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Proof. Two vertices are adjacent in G if and only if the corresponding paths share a leaf vertex in 〈P , T 〉. By Remark 18, the
paths share a leaf if and only if they share a pendant edge. Therefore, 〈P , T 〉 is also an orthodox 1-EPT representation. 
However, the graph C4 has an orthodox 1-EPT representation shown in Fig. 2, but is not a VPT graph. Thus, the converse
of Lemma 19 does not hold, except in the case of degree 3 trees, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 20. Let G be a graph, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) G has an orthodox VPT representation,
(ii) G has an orthodox VPT representation restricted to degree 3 trees,
(iii) G has an orthodox 1-EPT representation restricted to degree 3 trees.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let 〈P , T 〉 be an orthodox VPT representation of G. Let t be a vertex in T with degree m,m > 3, where
x1, x2, . . . , xm are the neighbors of t in T . Let P [t] be the collection of paths in 〈P , T 〉 that contain vertex t . Since t is not
a leaf in T and 〈P , T 〉 is an orthodox VPT representation, every path in P [t] contains two of x1, x2, . . . , xm. Clearly P [t]
corresponds to a clique in G. Let P ∈ P [t] be a path that contains the vertices xi, xj. Since the representation is orthodox
andP [t] corresponds to a clique in G, all the other paths inP [t] either contain xi or xj. Now, we add a new node tij to T and
replace the edges (t, xi),(t, xj) by the edges (tij, xi),(tij, xj),(t, tij) in T and in the paths P [t], respectively. Since every path
either contains xi or xj, the collection P [t] still corresponds to a clique and the representation remains orthodox. However,
the degree of the vertex t now is m − 1. We continue in the same fashion until the vertex t has degree 3. We iteratively
apply this procedure on every vertex in T until we obtain a tree with maximum degree 3.
(ii)⇒ (i) This follows directly.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) By Lemma 19, if G has an orthodox VPT representation 〈P , T 〉 on a degree 3 tree T , then 〈P , T 〉 is also an
orthodox 1-EPT representation of G on a degree 3 tree T .
(iii) ⇒ (ii) Let 〈P , T 〉 be an orthodox 1-EPT representation of G on a degree 3 tree T . By definition, two vertices are
adjacent in G if and only if the corresponding paths share a leaf vertex in 〈P , T 〉. It remains to prove that two paths that
correspond to non-adjacent vertices do not share a non-leaf vertex in 〈P , T 〉. Suppose the paths Px and Py share a non-leaf
vertex z, but do not share an edge in 〈P , T 〉. Since T is a degree 3 tree, the vertex z must be an endpoint vertex of either Px
or Py or both. This contradicts the fact that 〈P , T 〉 is a leaf-generated representation. 
4. The hierarchy
In this section, we investigate the relationship between various VPT, 1-EPT, k-EPT (k ≥ 2) graphs and the well-known
families of chordal andweakly chordal graphs. Specifically, we demonstrate the results illustrated in the complete hierarchy
shown in Fig. 3. We say that an hierarchy is complete, when all containment relationships are given. That is, (1) classes that
appear in the same box are equivalent, (2) a downward edge from class A to class B indicates that class A contains class B,
(3) an example appearing along the edge between two classes is a separating example for those classes, (4) the lack of a
hierarchical (containment) relation indicates that the classes are incomparable.
Theorem 21. The hierarchy represented in Fig. 3 is complete.
Proof. (1) Equivalences. All the equivalence relations are summarized in Table 1.
(2) Containments.We have already remarked that the VPT graphs are chordal. Having already shown the equivalence of
classes in the same box, all the other containment relations in the hierarchy are trivial by their definitions.
(3) Separation examples. The following are the separation examples as shown in Fig. 3.
The graph K1,3. The graph K1,3 obviously has a VPT representation on a degree 3 tree (in fact, on a degree 2 tree) and
therefore by [8] is also a 1-EPT graph. However, K1,3 does not have an orthodox 1-EPT representation, because the path
corresponding to the central vertex can not share a pendant edge with three different paths that do not intersect one
with each other.
The graph K2,5. As proved in [11], the graph K2,5 is not a k-EPT graph for any k ≥ 1, that is, K2,5 6∈ EPT ∗. Clearly, K2,5
is weakly chordal but not chordal.
The graph D. The graph D is not 1-EPT as proved in [8], but it has a k-EPT representation on a degree 3 tree, for k ≥ 2,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. Moreover, the graph D contains a chordless cycle of size 6, and therefore is not weakly chordal.
The graph Ad, d ≥ 4. Let Ad be the graph, such that V (Ad) = {pij|1 ≤ i < j ≤ d} ∪ {qi|1 ≤ i ≤ d}, where {pij} is a
clique and (pij, ql) ∈ E(Ad) if and only if l = i or l = j.
The graph Ad is a VPT graph: a VPT representation of Ad can be obtained from a tree T d2 with legs L1, . . . , Ld, such
that Pij = Li ∪ Lj and Qi is the pendant edge of Li, and where the path Pij corresponds to the vertex pij and the path Qi
corresponds to the vertex qi. For example, the graph A4 and a VPT representation of A4 are shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, Ad
is a VPT graph and hence is a chordal graph.
The branch graph B(Ad/C), C = {pij|∀i, j} is the complete graph on d vertices q1, . . . , qd and therefore Ad is not a
k-EPT graph for any k ≥ 1 by Theorem 16. More properties of the graph Ad will be shown in Section 5.1.
The graphs C4, C5. By definition the graph C4 is not chordal, but is weakly chordal and the graph C5 is neither chordal
nor weakly chordal. By Corollary 9 if every 1-EPT representation of G is restricted to degree 3, then G has no Cn, n > 3.
The graphs Pn. An orthodox VPT representation of Pn is shown in Fig. 6.
Now we will prove the following lemma, which will be used in further separation examples.
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Fig. 3. The complete hierarchy. The class k-EPT means for an arbitrary fixed k ≥ 2.
Lemma 22. The maximal clique K4 = {1, 2, 3, 4} of F1 corresponds to a k-claw clique in any k-EPT representation for k ≥ 1.
In addition, there must be a path among {Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd} that contains the central vertex of the k-claw corresponding to K4 and
intersects with two legs of that k-claw.
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Fig. 4. The graph D and a k-EPT representation of D for k ≥ 2.
Fig. 5. The graph A4 , and a VPT representation of A4 , where Pij is the path from i to j and Qi is the edge (i, i′).
Fig. 6. An orthodox VPT representation of the graph Pn .
Proof. In the branch graph B(F1/K4) contains a triangle {a, b, c} and therefore can not be 2-colored. Hence K4 must be a
k-claw clique in any k-EPT representation due to Theorem 16.
Suppose none of the paths Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd contains the central vertex of the k-claw corresponding to K4. Let S be the set of
three subtrees obtained after removing the central vertex of the k-claw. Then each of Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd is contained in exactly
one subtree in S.
Suppose there exists a subtree in S that intersects with both Pa and Pc . Then the paths P1, P2, P3 also intersect with that
subtree. Without loss of generality, suppose that Pa ∩ P2 is on the path from Pc ∩ P2 to the central vertex of the k-claw. This
is a contradiction, since Pa intersects with P3 on at least k edges. By the same arguments we may conclude that every two
vertices that are adjacent in the branch graph B(F1/K4) do not intersect with the same subtree in S. This is a contradiction,
since there are only three subtrees in S and {a, b, c, d} form a clique in B(F1/K4). 
The graph F1. The k-EPT representation, k > 1, of the graph F1 is shown in Fig. 7.
Suppose there exists a 1-EPT representation of F1. According to Lemma 22, there must be a path among {Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd}
that intersects with two legs of the 1-claw corresponding to K4 and contains the central vertex of that 1-claw. Since every
leg of that 1-claw has exactly one edge, that path contains two legs of the 1-claw and therefore the corresponding vertex is
adjacent to all vertices in K4. This is a contradiction and therefore F1 is not a 1-EPT graph.
Suppose there exists a VPT representation 〈P , T 〉 of F1. Then the paths P1, P2, P3, P4 share a common vertex u on T due to
Helly property number 2. Let S be the set of subtree obtained by removing the vertex u from T . Suppose Pa and Pc intersect
with a same subtree in S, then P1, P2, P3 also intersect with that subtree. Without loss of generality, suppose Pa∩P2 is on the
path from Pc ∩ P2 to the central vertex u in T . This is a contradiction, since Pa intersects with P3. By the same arguments we
may conclude that every two vertices that are adjacent in the branch graph B(F1/K4) do not intersect with the same subtree
in S.
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Fig. 7. The graph F1 and a k-EPT representation of F1 , k > 1.
Fig. 8. The graph Fk and a (k+ 1)-EPT representation of Fk .
The paths Pb, Pc, Pd intersect with different subtree of S and all intersect with P3. This is a contradiction, since P3 can not
intersect with three different subtrees. Therefore, F1 is not a VPT graph.
The graph Fk. Let Fk be the graph obtained from F1 by replacing each of a, b, c, d with k non-adjacent twins
a1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bk, c1, . . . , ck, d1, . . . , dk, as shown in Fig. 8. The graph Fk has a (k + 1)-EPT representation shown in
Fig. 8 for a fixed k.
Suppose Fk has a k-EPT representation for some fixed k. According to Lemma 22, there exists a vertex in {a1, b1, c1, d1}
that must contain the central vertex of the k-claw. Without loss of generality let Pd1 be the path that contains the central
vertex of the k-claw. Then each one of the paths Pd1 , . . . , Pdk must all contain the central vertex and intersect on at least
k edges with two legs, say L1 and L2, of the k-claw, but not more than k edges with each of the legs. None of Pd1 , . . . , Pdk
may have a common endpoint. Therefore, every leg must have k different endpoints, contradicting the fact that a leg of the
k-claw has k edges. Therefore, Fk is not a k-EPT graph for fixed k.
The graph Fk is not VPT, since F1 is an induced subgraph in Fk, and we have already shown that F1 is not a VPT graph.
The graph F∗. Let K5 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be the colored maximal clique in the chordal graph F∗ shown in Fig. 3. Then the
remaining vertices {a, b, c, d} are adjacent in B(F∗/K5), meaning that B(F∗/K5) can not be 3-colored or 2-colored. Therefore,
F∗ is not a k-EPT graph for any k according to Theorem 16, namely F∗ 6∈ EPT*.
Suppose there exists a VPT representation 〈P , T 〉 of F∗.
The paths P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 share a commonvertexuon T due toHelly property number 2. Suppose Pa∩P3 = ∅, Pa∩P4 = ∅,
Pa ∩ P1 6= ∅, Pa ∩ P2 6= ∅ and Pa ∩ P5 6= ∅, there exists an edge (u, v1)which is contained in P1, P2, P5 and is not contained
in P3 and P4. Similarly, there exists an edge (u, v2) which is contained in P1, P2, P3 and is not contained in P4 and P5. There
also exists an edge (u, v3)which is contained in P1, P3, P4 and is not contained in P2 and P5. This is a contradiction, since P1
does not contain (u, v1), (u, v2) and (u, v3). Therefore, F∗ is not a VPT graph.
(4) Incomparabilities. The separation examples between incomparable classes of graphs are given in Table 2.
We have shown all the containment relationship in the hierarchy, and, therefore, the hierarchy is complete. 
Theorem 21 derives the following interesting relationships:
Corollary 23. The family of chordal 1-EPT graphs is strictly contained in the family of chordal k-EPT graphs, for k > 1.
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Table 2
Separation examples between incomparable classes of graphs in the hierarchy
A B G1 ∈ A− B G2 ∈ B− A
1-EPT/EPT*/k-EPT/ weakly chordal/ C5 Ad
orthodox 1-EPT chordal/VPT
k-EPT/1-EPT/ weakly chordal EPT*/ C5 Fk
orthodox 1-EPT chordal EPT*
1-EPT/ weakly chordal k-EPT/ C5 F1
orthodox 1-EPT chordal k-EPT
orthodox 1-EPT weakly chordal 1-EPT/ C5 K1,3
chordal 1-EPT
weakly chordal 1-EPT chordal EPT*/ C4 F1
chordal k-EPT
weakly chordal 1-EPT VPT/chordal C4 Ad
weakly chordal 1-EPT/
weakly chordal k-EPT chordal EPT* C4 Fk
chordal EPT*/
chordal k-EPT VPT F1 Ad
Fig. 9. Properties of the maximum degree of the host tree in [h, 2, t] graphs.
5. Restricting the maximum degree of the host tree
This section investigates the relationship between structural properties of a graph G and the maximum degree of the
host tree in a (h, 2, t)-representation of G.
Consider the class [h, s, t]. In the case of t = 1, we know that restricting s = 3 allows restricting h = 3without shrinking
the class of graphs, since [∞,∞, 1] = [3, 3, 1]. However, restricting s = 2 does not allow restricting h without also
shrinking the class, since [h− 1, 2, 1] ⊂6= [h, 2, 1] for all h ≥ 3.
Wehave seen in Section 2 that the graph Cd, d ≥ 4, has a unique 1-EPT representation (pie), which forces the degree of the
host tree to be at least d. In this section, wewill prove an analogous result that the graph Ad has a unique VPT representation,
which forces the degree of the host tree to be at least d. We also prove that in every k-EPT representation of the graphWr
the degree of the host tree is restricted.
The new results in this section are illustrated in hierarchy in Fig. 9. This hierarchy has the following separating examples,
as we will prove:
The graph Cd, d ≥ 4, is a separating example between [d, 2, 2] and [d − 1, 2, 2]. The graph Ad, d ≥ 4, is a separating
example between [d, 2, 1] and [d−1, 2, 1]. The graphWr , r ≥ 4, is a separating example between [d, 2, k] and [d+1, 2, k+1]
for r ≤ d(d− 1) k−12 for odd k and for r ≤ 2(d− 1) k2 for even k.
A structure more rigid than a pie will be needed to represent our other separating examples.
Definition 24. Let 〈P , T 〉 be a (h, 2, t)-representation of a graph G. A complete hub on d edges is a star subgraph of T with
d edges, such that each pair of edges is contained in a different member of P .
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Fig. 10. A k-EPT representation tree T of the graphWr , r > 1, where Pij goes from i to j.
Fig. 11. (a) the graphW4; (b) the graphW5 .
Remark 25. Given a VPT representation 〈P , T 〉 of a graph G, a pie and a complete hub in T each corresponds to a clique.
Given a 1-EPT representation 〈P , T 〉 of a graph G, a pie corresponds to a chordless cycle and a complete hub corresponds to
the graphWr which will be defined below.
5.1. The graph Ad
The VPT representation of the graph Ad, d ≥ 4, is described in the proof of Theorem 21. The following theorem shows
that there is essentially only one VPT representation for Ad, d ≥ 4.
Theorem 26. Let 〈P , T 〉 be an (h, 2, 1)-representation (VPT) of a graph G. If G contains an induced subgraph Ad, d ≥ 4, then T
contains a complete hub on d edges with central vertex b and distinct edges (b, a1), . . . , (b, ad) such that:
(1) Ql, 1 ≤ l ≤ d is in the subtree containing al after removing b,
(2) (b, ai), (b, aj) ∈ Pij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d.
Proof. Let 〈P , T 〉 be a VPT representation of G having an induced subgraph Ad and let Pij and Qi be the paths in T
corresponding to vertices pij and qi in G. By Helly number 2 property, the paths {Pij} share a common vertex b in T . Let
(b, a1), . . . , (b, an) be the edges with endpoint b in T . Each path Qi can not contain the vertex b, so it must be in a subtree
containing one of a1, . . . , an, obtained by removing b. Suppose Qi and Qj, i 6= j are both in the same subtree containing
al. Then the path Pij contains al, at least one vertex v of Qi and at least one vertex w of Qj, while v 6= w. Without loss of
generality, suppose v is on the shortest path from al to w. Therefore, for somem 6= i, j, the path Pjm contains both v and w.
This is a contradiction, since (pjm, qi) 6∈ E(Ad). Therefore, every subtree containing one of a1, . . . , an, obtained by removing
b, contains atmost one pathQi. We now rename each ofQi intoQl if it is in a subtree containing al. Thus, n ≥ d and T contains
a star with central vertex b and the collection of paths {(ai, b)(b, aj) ∈ Pij}, which form a complete hub on d edges. 
Corollary 27. Let G be an [h, 2, 1] graph. If G contains Ad, d ≥ 4, then h ≥ d.
5.2. The graph Wr
Wehave shown in Section 2 that a chordless cycle does not have a unique (h, 2, t)-representation for t > 2. Therefore, the
size of the cycle is not an essential condition for the maximum degree of the host tree for [h, 2, t] graphs. However, we have
found a graphWr that gives an essential condition for the maximum degree of the host tree in any (h, 2, t)-representation.
For an integer r ≥ 4, letWr be the graph, such that V (Wr) = {xij|1 ≤ i < j ≤ r} and (xij, xi′j′) ∈ E(Wr) if and only if
|{i, j} ∩ {i′, j′}| = 1. The graphsW4 andW5 are shown in Fig. 11.
The graphWr has a k-EPT representation, for k ≥ 1, which contains a complete hub on r edges on a T rk with each leg of k
edges, such that the path Pij, corresponding to xij, contains legs i and j, as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 12. A k-EPT representation of the clique Kl in the graphW4 .
Theorem 28. Let 〈P , T 〉 be a k-EPT representation of the graph Wr and d the maximum degree of the tree T . If k is odd, then
r ≤ d(d− 1) k−12 , else r ≤ 2(d− 1) k2 .
Proof. Let Kl = {xij|i = l or j = l}. The sets Kl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r , are maximal cliques of size r − 1 in the graphWr . Let Ll be the
subpath in T which is the intersection of all the paths corresponding to Kl. SinceWr is a k-EPT graph, Kl is either a k-claw
clique or a k-edge clique due to Lemma 14. Therefore,Ll is either a single vertex or has at least k edges.
We first consider the case of r = 4.
Claim 29. Let 〈P , T 〉 be a k-EPT representation of the graph W4. If there exists a maximal clique Kl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r, which is a k-claw
clique in 〈P , T 〉, then 〈P , T 〉 contains a complete hub on 4 edges.
Proof. Suppose the clique Kl corresponds to a k-claw clique in 〈P , T 〉with central vertex b and legs L1, L2, L3, and therefore
Ll = {b}. Without loss of generality, suppose the path P12 contains the legs L1, L2, the path P13 contains the legs L1, L3 and
the path P14 contains the legs L2, L3. See Fig. 12(a).
Since |P23 ∩ P12| ≥ k, |P23 ∩ P13| ≥ k and |P23 ∩ P14| < k, the path P23 contains neither L2 nor L3. Since |P34 ∩ P13| ≥ k,
|P34 ∩ P14| ≥ k and |P34 ∩ P12| < k, the path P34 contains neither L1 nor L2. Since |P34 ∩ P23| ≥ k, the paths P34 and P23 either
intersect on L1 ∪ L3 as shown in Fig. 12(b) or intersect on another leg L4 as shown in Fig. 12(c). In case of k = 1, the paths
P34 and P23 must intersect on another leg L4.
Suppose the paths P34 and P23 intersect on L1 ∪ L3. Since |P24 ∩ P12| ≥ k, |P24 ∩ P14| ≥ k and |P24 ∩ P13| < k, the path P24
intersects with neither L1 nor L3. This is a contradiction, since |P23 ∩ P24| ≥ k.
If the paths P34 and P23 intersect on L4, then tree T ′ = ⋃lLl and the collection of paths {Pij} form a complete hub on 4
edges. This proves Claim 29. 
Thus, Claim 29 shows that for the special case where r = 4 and some Kl is a k-claw clique, r ≤ d and the theorem holds.
Claim 30. For r > 4, every maximal clique Kl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r, is a k-edge clique and the subpathLl has at least k edges in any k-EPT
representation of G.
Proof. Suppose the clique K1 corresponds to a k-claw clique in 〈P , T 〉with central vertex b and legs L1, L2, L3, and therefore
L1 = {b}. Without loss of generality, suppose the paths P12 and P15 contain the legs L1, L2, the path P13 contains the legs
L1, L3 and the path P14 contains the legs L2, L3. See Fig. 12(a).
Since |P23∩P14| < k and |P23∩P15| < k, the path P23 contains neither L1 nor L2 nor L3. Since |P23∩P12| ≥ k, |P23∩P13| ≥ k,
the path P23 is contained in a subtree S1, that contains L1, obtained by removing the central vertex b.
Since |P34 ∩ P13| ≥ k, |P34 ∩ P14| ≥ k, the path P34 is not contained in a subtree S1. Since |P34 ∩ P23| ≥ k, the path P34 must
contain L1. This is a contradiction, since |P34 ∩ P15| < k.
Therefore, themaximal clique K1 corresponds to a k-edge clique in 〈P , T 〉. Similarly, all themaximal cliques Kl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r
correspond to k-edge cliques in 〈P , T 〉. This proves Claim 30. 
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Fig. 13. A (3, 2, k+ 1) representation of the graphWr , for r = 6.
Now, by Claims 29 and 30, we may assume that for all r ≥ 4 every maximal clique Kl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r , corresponds to a k-edge
clique in any k-EPT representation of G andLl has at least k edges.
Claim 31. In any k-EPT representation 〈P , T 〉 of Wr , the subpaths Li and Lj share at most one vertex in T for all pairs
1 ≤ i < j ≤ r.
Proof. Suppose there exists a k-EPT representation of Wr , such that the subpaths Li and Lj share more than one vertex,
but obviously less than k edges. Since the path Pij containsLi andLj, it follows thatLi andLj overlap at their ends. For any
m 6= i, j, since Li ⊆ Pim, Lj ⊆ Pjm and |Pim ∩ Pjm| ≥ k edges, Pim ∩ Pjm ⊂ Pij. This is a contradiction, since Lm ⊆ Pim ∩ Pjm,
but xij 6∈ Km. This proves Claim 31. 
Let Rij be the shortest path in T from Li to Lj. By Claim 31, Rij contains at least one vertex. Let core subtree T ′ be the
subtree obtained from T , such that T ′ =⋃1≤i<j≤r Rij.
We claim that T ′ is a connected subtree. Suppose T ′ is not connected. If the paths Rij and Rim are in different connected
components of T ′, then Rij and Rim share two different endpoints of the subpath Li. Therefore, the path Pmj contains Lm,
Rim, Li, Rij and Lj. This is a contradiction, since xjm is not in the clique Ki. Therefore, the paths Rij and Rim are in the same
connected component of T ′. Also, this allows us to show that Rij and Rmn are in the same connected component of T ′, for
any i, j,m, n, since Rij and Rim are in the same component and Rim Rmn are in the same component. Hence, T ′ is a connected
subtree.
By definition, each leaf of T ′ is an endpoint of some subpathLl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r . Since T ′ is connected tree, only one endpoint
of eachLl is a leaf of T ′. Suppose there exists a leaf v in T ′ and a pendant edge (u, v), such that v is an endpoint of only one
subpath Li. Then the path Pij contains the edge (u, v) for all j, meaning that the edge (u, v) is contained in Li and is not
contained in T ′. This is a contradiction, and hence every leaf of T ′ is an endpoint of at least two amongLl, 1 ≤ l ≤ r .
We claim that the length of the longest path from a leaf v to a leafw in T ′ is at most k−1 edges. Suppose v is an endpoint
of subpathsLi andLj andw is an endpoint of subpathsLm andLn in T . If the paths Pim and Pjn share more than k− 1 edges
in T , then this is a contradiction.
It is well known that a degree d tree, whose longest path has m edges, can have at most 2(d − 1)m−12 leaves if m is odd
and at most d(d− 1)m2 −1 leaves ifm is even. In our casem = k− 1, so r ≤ d(d− 1) k−12 if k is odd and r ≤ 2(d− 1) k2 if k is
even. 
Corollary 32. For a fixed odd k and r = (d + 1)d k−12 , or for a fixed even k and r = 2d k2 , the k-EPT graph Wr does not have a
k-EPT representation on a degree d tree, but Wr does have a k-EPT representation on a degree d+ 1 tree.
Proof. For a fixed odd k, the Corollary follows, since
d(d− 1) k−12 < (d+ 1)d k−12 = r.
For a fixed even k, the Corollary follows, since 2(d− 1) k2 < 2d k2 = r . 
Example 33. The graphWr has a (3, 2, k+ 1)-representation for 2 log(r) ≤ k, i.e., a k-EPT representation on a binary tree,
shown in Fig. 13. The path Pij contains i and j. Two paths that correspond to non-adjacent vertices, share only 2 log(r) edges
of the core.
6. Open questions
We would like to know the relationship between the maximum degree d of the host tree and the length l of the longest
chordless cycle (l ≥ 4) for various cases. Corollary 9 shows that l ≤ d for 1-EPT graphs. For weakly chordal 1-EPT graphs
we have shown in [12] that d ≤ 4. A 1-EPT graph does not contain Cd, d ≥ 7 according to [9]. The 1-EPT graph C6 has
l = 4 and d > 4. The 1-EPT graph C5 has l = d = 5. For which values of l does a 1-EPT graph G have a degree d = l 1-EPT
representation? Possibly, if l ≥ 5, then l = d?
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We alsowould like to find the relationship between orthodox k-EPT graphs restricted to degree 3 trees and other families
of graphs in the hierarchy. Specifically, whether orthodox k-EPT graphs and orthodox k-EPT on degree 3 trees are equivalent
or there exists a separating example between these families of graphs.
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